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NRC accepts contentions of Beyond Nuclear petition for emergency enforcement
actions at Fukushima-style US reactors – recommends further review
[Takoma Park, MD] The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has accepted
several emergency actions for further agency review that were requested in a petition
filed by Beyond Nuclear on April 13, 2011. The Beyond Nuclear petition seeks to
suspend the operation of the dangerous and seriously flawed General Electric Mark I
Boiling Water Reactors, 23 of which still operate around the U.S. and which are almost
identical to the Fukushima reactors that melted down in Japan. The petition was cosigned by national and regional anti-nuclear groups -- including Chicago-based Nuclear
Energy Information Service (NEIS) -- as well as more than 5,000 individuals.
The Beyond Nuclear petition to the NRC asks that the Mark I reactors cease operations
until several emergency actions are taken. The actions accepted by the federal agency for
the further review include; 1) the NRC revoke the 1989 prior approval for all GE Mark I
operators to “voluntarily” install the same experimental hardened vent systems on flawed
containment structures that the Fukushima catastrophe demonstrates to have a 100%
failure rate and; 2) that the agency immediately issue Orders requiring all U.S. Mark I
operators to promptly install dedicated emergency back-up electrical power to ensure
reliable cooling systems for the densely packed spent fuel pools. The GE BWR fuel pools
are located at the top of the reactor building and currently do not have backup power if
offsite and on-site electrical power were lost simultaneously.
“Fukushima demonstrates that a nuclear catastrophe can result from these same
fundamental flaws in the Mark I reactors operating in the United States,” said Paul Gunter,
director of the Reactor Oversight Project at Beyond Nuclear. “We are spotlighting these
dangerous reactors to test the NRCs’ willingness to take enforcement action to protect
public safety rather than protect the nuclear industry bottom line,” he said.

“Fukushima is proof that whatever has already happened must therefore be possible,”
observes NEIS’ Kraft. “With four reactors in Illinois of the same type and older than those
that blew up and melted down in Japan, Illinois can’t afford NRC to cave to industry
pressures and do its usual wimp-out on these contentions,” Kraft asserts. “We need the
Commission to put the “R” – REGULATE, the verb – back into NRC.”
On July 19, 2011, NRC released its own “Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights
from the Fukushima Dai-ichi Accident.” While the Task Force addresses the same
two action items found in the Beyond Nuclear petition that were accepted by the review
board, the Task Force’s conclusions are considerably weaker.
First, where NRC task force recommendation 5 states that the agency consider issuing an
Order to Mark I operators to upgrade hardened vent systems on the containment, the
public petitioners have requested the agency revoke all prior approval of the “voluntary”
installation of the controversial venting system. The vents were seen to fail at Fukushima
and are only in place to save the containment which is too weak to withstand a severe
accident. The containments were retrofitted in the 1990’s to instead temporarily vent
explosive gas, steam pressure and radioactivity to the outside atmosphere to save the
containment component.
“Given the catastrophic failure demonstrated at Fukushima, these same designs should
not be allowed to operate with experimental vents on containment,” said Gunter, “The GE
reactor was originally licensed with the claim of a ‘leak tight’ containment so this afterthought of installing a vent for accident conditions is in fact a violation of that same
license,” he said.
In its petition, Beyond Nuclear additionally asked that the NRC then provide the public
with full hearing rights to first independently review any further experimental modifications
to the acknowledged weaker and substandard Mark I containment system.
Secondly, where NRC task force recommendation 7 states that emergency back-up
power should be provided to ensure make-up for water boiled off of overheated spent fuel
pools following loss of offsite power, the petitioners’ request that reliable back-up power
be provide to assure reliable cooling to prevent the pools from boiling off. The petitioners

remain concerned about the unintended consequences of condensation from a spent fuel
pool boil off affecting safety-related systems like electrical circuits and sump systems.
The NRC review board further recommended that the agency “reject” in part Beyond
Nuclear’s requested actions for any further review to include; 1) “Immediately suspend
operating licenses of all GE BWR Mark I units pending full NRC review with independent
expert and public participation from the affected emergency planning zone communities,”
and; 2) “Conduct public meetings within each of the ten-mile emergency planning zone for
each GE BWR site for the purpose of receiving public comment and independent expert
testimony regarding the reliability of hardened vent system or direct torus vent system.”
Dresden Units 2&3 and Quad Cities units 1&2 are GE-boiling water reactors in Illinois with
the defective Mark-I containments. All were built and came on line slightly before the
Fukushima reactors.
“When Southwest Airlines learned of fuselage cracks and skin peeling in its fleet of 737
jets earlier this year, it GROUNDED the jets, pending complete re-inspection, and in many
cases repairs. The NRC’s current approach to allow reactors with Mark-I containments
to continue operating post-Fukushima is akin to Southwest allowing its jets to continue
flying until one crashes before taking action to verify safety. Neither Illinois nor the rest of
the country can afford this kind of regulatory attitude,” Kraft contends.
Beyond Nuclear and the co-petitioners will be provided an additional public meeting
before the NRC’s Petition Review to present supplemental material and challenge agency
recommendations to reject requested emergency actions. The date for that meeting has
not been established.
-30The full Petition can be reviewed online at:
http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/mk-1-2206/bn_2206_ge_bwr_041320111.pdf
NEIS comments to the NRC in support of the Petition can be found at:
http://neis.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/NEIS-Testimony-6-8-2011.pdf
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